Abstract This paper considers the eventual leader election problem in asynchronous message-passing systems where an arbitrary number t of processes can crash (t < n, where n is the total number of processes). It considers weak assumptions both on the initial knowledge of the processes and on the network behavior. More precisely, initially, a process knows only its identity and the fact that the process identities are different and totally ordered (it knows neither n nor t). Two eventual leader election protocols and a lower bound are presented. The first protocol assumes that a process also knows a lower bound α on the number of processes that do not crash. This protocol requires the following behavioral properties from the underlying network: the graph made up of the correct processes and fair lossy links is strongly connected, and there is a correct process connected to (n − f ) − α other correct processes (where f is the actual number of crashes in the considered run) through eventually timely paths (paths made up of correct processes and eventually timely links). This protocol is not communication-efficient in the sense that each correct process has to send messages forever. The second protocol is communication-efficient: after some time, only the final common leader has to send messages forever. This protocol does not require the processes to know α, but requires stronger properties from the underlying network: each pair of correct processes has to be connected by fair lossy links (one in each direction), and there is a correct process whose n − f − 1 output links to the rest of correct processes have to be eventually timely. A matching lower bound result shows that any eventual leader election protocol must have runs with this number of eventually timely links, even if all processes know all the processes identities. In addition to being communication-efficient, the second protocol has another noteworthy efficiency property, namely, be the run finite or infinite, all the local variables and message fields have a finite domain in the run.
Introduction

The Class of Eventual Leader Oracles Ω
Failure detectors [1] [2] are at the core of many faulttolerant protocols encountered in asynchronous distributed systems. Among them, the class of Ω failure detectors [3] is one of the most important. (This class is also called the class of leader oracles; when clear from the context, the notation Ω will be used to denote either the oracle/failure detector class or an oracle of that class.) Assuming that no two processes have the same identity (id), an Ω oracle provides each process with a read-only local variable that contains a process id. Ω is characterized by the fact that these local variables satisfy the following eventual leadership property: there is a finite time after which all the leader local variables contain the same id, which is the id of a correct process (a process that does not commit failures). So, Ω guarantees that a correct common leader is eventually elected, but there is no knowledge on when this common leader is elected. Let us observe that, before the finite (but unknown) time from which the common leader is elected, it is possible to have an arbitrary long anarchy period during which the leader of each process can change, processes have different leaders (possibly, some of them being crashed processes), etc. The reader interested in other types of failure detectors will find definitions and protocols implementing them in [1, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
A fundamental feature of the oracle class Ω lies in the fact that, among all the classes of oracles that provide processes with information on failures only, it is the weakest class that allows to solve the consensus problem [3] . This means that, given any run of a system prone to process crashes, Ω provides the weakest information, related to the failures occurring in that run, that is needed for the processes to be able solve the agreement problem. (This problem is at the core of the state machine replication paradigm.) Examples of leader-based consensus protocols can be found in [10] [11] [12] [13] . In all these protocols, Ω is used to ensure the liveness property of the protocol. Example of consensusbased protocols that implement the state machine replication paradigm can be found in [1, 10, [14] [15] .
Unfortunately, Ω cannot be implemented in pure asynchronous distributed systems prone to process crashes. (Such an implementation would contradict the impossibility of solving consensus in such systems [16] . A direct proof of the impossibility to implement Ω in pure crash-prone asynchronous systems can be found in [17] .) So, a main challenge of fault-tolerant distributed computing consists in identifying properties that are at the same time "weak enough" in order to be satisfied by "almost all" underlying systems, while being "strong enough" to allow to implement Ω in the runs in which they are satisfied.
Related Work: The Timely Link Approach to Implement Ω
The first implementations [1, 3, 18] of Ω in crash-prone asynchronous distributed systems considered a fully connected communication network where all links are reliable and eventually timely. A link is eventually timely [19] if there is a time τ 0 after which there is a (possibly unknown) bound δ such that, for any time τ τ 0 , a message sent at time τ is received by time τ + δ (stronger versions of eventually timely links are defined and called partially synchronous in [1, 8, 20] ). By convention, as soon as a process q has crashed, the link from any process p to q can be considered as behaving in a timely manner.
This approach has then been refined to obtain weaker assumptions. It has been shown in [19] that it is possible to implement Ω in a system where communication links are unidirectional, asynchronous and lossy, provided there is a correct process whose all output links are eventually timely. The corresponding protocol requires that all the correct processes send messages forever. It is also shown in [19] that, if there is additionally a correct process whose all input and output links are fair lossy , it is possible to design a communicationefficient Ω protocol (i.e., a protocol that guarantees that, after some time, only one process has to send messages forever). Let us observe that communicationefficiency, as introduced in [19] , is a minimal condition. This is because, in order not to be falsely suspected to have crashed, at least the leader (or a witness of it) has to send messages forever.
The notion of eventual t-source has been introduced in [21] (in a system model where t denotes the maximal number of processes that can crash). An eventual t-source is a correct process that has t eventually timely output links. It is shown in that paper that this weak assumption is strong enough for implementing Ω . Two protocols based on an eventual t-source are presented in [21] . In addition to the eventual t-source, the first protocol (denoted ADFT1 in the following) requires only fair lossy links, but it is not communicationefficient (it demands each correct process to send messages forever). The second protocol (denoted ADFT2) is communication-efficient (after some time, only the leader sends messages forever), but this is obtained at an additional price, namely, each link has to be reliable and t output links of the eventual t-source are timely from the very beginning of the execution (i.e., it is a perpetual t-source).
A protocol building Ω when there is a process that eventually becomes forever t-accessible, and all other links are fair-lossy is described in [22] . The notion of eventual t-accessibility is orthogonal to the notion of eventually timely t-source in the sense that none of them encompasses the other one. More specifically, a process p is t-accessible at some time τ if there is a set Q of t processes such that a message broadcast by p at τ receives a response from each process of Q by time τ + δ (where δ is a bound known by the processes). This notion requires t < n/2 (i.e., a majority of correct processes) to prevent process blocking. Its interest lies on the fact that the set Q of processes whose responses have to be received in a timely manner is not fixed and can be different at distinct times.
As mentioned above, the eventual t-source and eventual t-accessibility notions are incomparable. A new assumption that is weaker than both of them, namely eventually moving t-source, is proposed in [23] . An eventually moving t-source is a correct process such that, eventually, each message it sends is timely received by a set Q of t processes (a faulty process is assumed to always receive the messages timely), that can be different at distinct times. In [23] three Ω protocols based on an eventually moving t-source are presented. A lower bound of Ω (nt) on the communication complexity (links that carry messages forever) of any protocol based on an eventually moving t-source is also given. The second protocol refines the first protocol to achieve this bound. The third protocol refines the first one to have bounded timeouts.
A totally different approach to implement Ω is presented in [24] . That approach, that does not use timers, is based on a message-pattern assumption. It is shown in [25] that this approach and the timely link approach can be combined to obtain protocols with a greater assumption coverage [26] .
Related Work: Implementing Ω When n Is Not Known
The election of an eventual leader in a system made up of n processes, in which each process knows only its identity and the fact that no two processes have the same identity, has recently been addressed in [27] where an Ω protocol is presented.
Let G R ET be the directed graph whose vertices are the correct processes in a run R (the processes that do not crash in the considered run), and where there is a directed edge from p to q iff the link connecting p to q is eventually timely. A directed path from p to q in G R ET is called an eventually timely path. The protocol described in [27] elects a common correct leader, despite the fact that no process knows n, as soon as there is a correct process p such that, for any correct process q = p, there is an eventually timely path from p to q. This protocol (denoted as JAF in the following) is not communication-efficient.
Motivation and Content of the Paper
This paper is on the design of eventual leader election protocols in systems where a process knows neither n, nor t, nor the ids of the other processes (it knows only their domain, so, the context is the same as the one considered in [27] ). It investigates behavioral assumptions on the links, that allow to implement Ω despite such a weak initial knowledge. From a theoretical side, this study provides us with a better understanding of the eventual leader election problem by enlarging the type of systems in which it can be solved. From a practical side, it provides protocols that can be used in applications such as sensor systems. In such systems, the number of sensors is bounded, but this number is usually not known by the sensors themselves, and no sensor knows initially the id of the other sensors that define the system. An example of use is when, to prevent interference and save energy, only one of the sensors has to eventually send data to a base station.
Two protocols and an impossibility result are presented . In the following, "initial knowledge" refers the values of the constants (if any) used in the protocol, the type and the initial content of the local variables of each process, and the implicit assumptions common to all the processes (e.g., the fact that they are provided with the same code). Processes are synchronous in the sense that there are upper and lower bounds on their execution speeds.
First Protocol. The first protocol that is presented (denoted as FJR1 in the following) assumes that the initial knowledge of the processes is as follows.
(K1) A process knows initially neither n, nor t, nor the id of the other processes. (This means that a process cannot compute these values from the initial values of its local variables.) A process knows only its own id, the domain of the identities, the fact that the ids are totally ordered and how to order two given ids, and the fact that no two processes have the same identity. As an example, the value domain of the identities can be the set of integers, and the processes are initially assigned distinct integers.
(K2(α)) The processes know a lower bound (denoted α) on the number of correct processes. (This means that the assumption K2(α) is satisfied as soon as α processes do not crash.)
It is important to notice that α does not allow the processes to compute the values of n or t that define a particular system instance. Actually, α abstracts all the pairs (n, t) such that n − t α. The protocol FJR1 works for any such pair.
While it requires only the initial knowledge defined in K1 and K2(α), the protocol FJR1 is intended for the runs R where the underlying network satisfies the two following behavioral properties:
(C1) Each ordered pair of processes that are correct in R is connected by a directed path made up of correct processes and fair lossy links.
(C2) Given a process p correct in R, let reach R (p) be the set of the processes that are correct in R and accessible from p through directed paths made up of correct processes and eventually timely links. There is at least one correct process p such that |reach R (p)| (n − f ) − α + 1, where f is the number of actual crashes during the run R. (Observe that p is included in reach R (p).)
The assumptions or properties related to the initial knowledge of each process are identified by the letter K, while the ones related to the network behavior are identified by the letter C.
Observe that condition C2 imposes α 1. Otherwise, (n−f )−α+1 is larger than the number of correct processes, n − f , and C2 cannot be satisfied. As we can see, in the runs where exactly α processes are correct (i.e., α = n − f ), C2 is trivially satisfied, which means that no link is then required to be eventually timely. In that sense (although their codes differ in many respects), FJR1 generalizes JAF. While JAF requires the existence of a correct process p with eventually timely paths to each other correct process, FJR1 reduces this number to (n − f ) − α. On the other hand, JAF does not need property C1.
An Impossibility Result. Then the paper presents an impossibility result that consists in an existential lower bound theorem. That theorem states that, in any system in the absence of any initial knowledge of the number of correct or faulty processes, there is no leader protocol that implements an eventual leader in all runs where f processes fail and less than n − f − 1 links eventually behave in a timely manner. This result holds even if the identities of all the processes are part of the initial knowledge. Second Protocol. The paper then considers the design of a communication-efficient protocol when the process initial knowledge is restricted to (K1). This protocol (denoted FJR2) works in any run R that satisfies the following network behavioral properties:
(C1 ) Each pair of correct processes is connected by (typed ) fair lossy links (one in each direction).
(C2 ) There is a correct process whose output links to every correct process are eventually timely.
This protocol is communication-efficient (after some finite time, only the common leader sends messages forever). It also satisfies the following noteworthy property: be the execution finite or infinite, both the size of the local variables and the size of the messages remain finite. Differently from FRJ1, FRJ2 assumes that no link duplicates messages. Comparing FRJ2 with JAF, Property C1 is not necessary in JAF, and Property C2 is relaxed to eventually-timely paths instead of eventually-timely links. On the other hand, JAF is not communication efficient.
FJR1 and FJR2 with Respect to ADFT1 and ADFT2
This subsection briefly compares the cited protocols. First, the assumptions on the initial knowledge of n and t are weaker in FJR1 and FJR2 than in ADFT1 and ADFT2. However, ADFT1 can be rewritten without using the particular values of n and t as soon as the "differential" value of n − t is known. As far as the behavioral properties on the links are concerned we have the following.
None of ADFT1 and FJR1 is communicationefficient. While ADFT1 is based on the existence of an eventual t-source and fair lossy links, FJR1 requires the existence of a correct process p connected through eventually timely paths to (n − f ) − α other correct processes, and fair lossy paths connecting each pair of correct processes. Essentially, the requirements that ADFT1 imposes at the link level are relaxed to the path level in FJR1.
Both ADFT2 and FJR2 are communication-efficient. ADFT2 requires a t-source and reliable links, and the explicit use of n cannot be easily eliminated from it. Differently, FJR2 requires the existence of a correct process whose output links to the other correct processes are eventually timely, and fair lossy links between every pair of correct processes. Essentially, timely and reliable links in ADFT2 are relaxed into eventually-timely and fair-lossy links in FJR2.
It follows that, while the protocols ADFT1 and ADFT2 on one side, and FJR1 and FJR2 on the other side, investigate the same behavioral properties at the link level (fair lossy links and eventual timely links), they consider different global properties when we look at a more global level (defined by the processes and the underlying network). So, these protocols differ not only in their requirements on the initial knowledge of the processes, but also in the way they combine properties on individual links to obtain global behavioral properties that allow to implement an eventual leader oracle.
Organizatioin
The paper is made up of 6 sections. Section 2 presents the distributed system model. Section 3 presents FJR1 and proves its correctness. Section 4 states and proves the lower bound result. Section 5 presents FJR2 and proves its correctness. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
Distributed System Model
Processes with Crash Failures
The system is made up of a finite set Π of n processes. A process is denoted p, q or p i , where i is its index. The indexes are used for notational convenience. A process p i has an identity id i .
As indicated in the introduction, initially, a process p i knows only the value domain of the ids, its own id, the fact that the ids are totally ordered, and how to
In a typed fair lossy link messages have types, and the guarantees are defined for the messages of the same type.
order two given ids. This means that there is no way for a process to compute n, t, or the ids of other processes, from the initial values of its local variables . Without loss of generality, we assume that for all p i , p j ∈ Π , i < j iff id i < id j . Then, to simplify the exposition, we use in the following i instead of id i as the identity of p i .
A process can crash (stop executing). Once crashed, a process remains crashed forever. A process executes correctly until it possibly crashes. A process that crashes in a run is faulty in that run, otherwise it is correct. The model parameter t denotes the maximum number of processes that can crash in a run (1 t < n), while f denotes the number of actual crashes in a given run (0 f t). As for n, a process cannot determine the value of t from the values of its local variables. The code of the first protocol (FJR1) uses a constant α. This constant is assumed to be a lower bound on the number of correct processes.
As in [21] , the processes are synchronous in the sense that there are lower and upper bounds on the number of processing steps they can execute per time unit. Each process has also a local clock that can accurately measure time intervals. The clocks of the processes are not synchronized.
Communication Network
The processes communicate by exchanging messages over links. Each pair of processes is connected by two directed links, one in each direction.
Communication Primitive. The processes are provided with a broadcast primitive that allows each process p to simultaneously send the same message m to the rest of processes in the system (e.g., like in Ethernet networks, radio networks, or IP-multicast). It is nevertheless possible, depending on the quality of the connectivity (link behavior) between p and each process, that the message m is received in a timely manner by some processes, asynchronously by other processes, and not at all by another set of processes.
Individual Link Behavior. A link cannot create or alter messages, but does not guarantee that messages are delivered in the order in which they are sent.
Concerning timeliness or loss properties, the communication system offers three types of links. Each type defines a particular quality of service that the corresponding links are assumed to provide.
• Eventual Timely Link. The link from p to q is eventually timely if there is a time τ 0 and a bound δ such that each message sent by p to q at any time τ τ 0 is received by q by time τ + δ, if q is correct (τ and δ are not a priori known and can never be known). If process q is faulty, we assume that as soon as q has crashed, the link from p to q is timely.
• Fair Lossy Link. Let us assume that each message has a type. The link from p to q is fair lossy if, for each type μ, assuming that p sends to q infinitely many messages of the type μ, q (if it is correct) receives infinitely many messages of type μ from p.
• Lossy Link. The link from p to q is lossy if it can lose an arbitrary number of messages (possibly all the messages it has to carry).
As we can see, fair lossy links and lossy links are inherently asynchronous, in the sense that they guarantee no bound on message transfer delays. An eventually timely link can be asynchronous for an arbitrary but finite period of time. Concerning message duplication, a link satisfies property (D) if it is allowed to duplicate messages, and satisfies property (ND) if it is not allowed to.
Global Properties Related to the Communication System. R being a run, let G R ET be the directed graph whose vertices are the processes that are correct in R, and where there is a directed edge from p to q if the link from p to q is eventually timely in R. Similarly, let G R FL be the directed graph whose vertices are the correct processes, and where there is a directed edge from p to q if the link from p to q is fair lossy. (Notice that G R ET is a subgraph of G R FL .) Given a correct process p, reach R (p) has been defined in the introduction. It is the subset of correct processes q that can be reached from p in the graph G R ET (i.e., there is a path made up of eventually timely links and correct processes from p to each q ∈ reach R (p).)
As already indicated in the introduction, given an arbitrary run R, we consider the following behavioral properties on the communication system: (C1) The graph G R FL is strongly connected. (C1 ) Each pair of correct processes is connected by fair lossy links (one in each direction).
(C2) There is (at least) one correct process p such that |reach R (p)| (n − f ) − α + 1. Recall that α is a lower bound on the number of correct processes.
• (C2 ): There is a correct process whose output links to every correct process are eventually timely.
As noticed in the introduction, the property (C2) is always satisfied in the runs where α = n − f (exactly α processes are correct). Moreover, (C1 ) and (C2 ) are stronger than (C1) and (C2), respectively.
The Class Ω of Oracles
Introduced in [3] , the leader oracle Ω has been defined informally in the introduction. It is a distributed A similar type of assumption on the initial knowledge of the process ids is encountered in the adaptive renaming problem [28] [29] .
entity that provides each processes p i with a readonly local variable leader i that contains a process id. When taken collectively, these local variables satisfy the following property:
Eventual Leadership. There is a finite time τ such that, after τ , the local variables leader i of all the correct processes p i contain forever the same identity, that is the identity of a correct process.
A Leader Election Protocol
Assuming that each process knows its identity (K1), the lower bound α on the number of correct processes (K2(α)), and that all the processes have distinct and comparable identities, the protocol FJR1 described in this section elects a leader in any run where the underlying communication network satisfies the properties (D), (C1) and (C2). Moreover, as far as the definition of fair lossy link is concerned, all the messages sent by the processes have the same type.
Description of the Protocol
As in other leader protocols, the underlying principle is as follows: a process elects as its current leader the process that it considers alive and it perceives as the "least suspected". The notion of "suspected" is implemented with counters, and "less suspected" means "smallest counter" (using process ids to tie-break equal counters). The protocol is described in Fig.1 . It is composed of two tasks. To guarantee correctness, it is assumed that the sequences of statements defined by the Lines 02∼09 (body of the repeat loop) in task T 1, the Line 11 of task T 2, and the Lines 12∼25 of task T 2 are executed in mutual exclusion.
Let X be a set of pairs counter, process id . The function lex min(X) returns the smallest pair in X according to lexicographical order.
Local Variables. The local variables shared and managed by the two tasks are the following ones.
• leader i is the local variable the protocol has to assign values. It is initialized to i, and contains the id of the current leader of p i .
• members i is a set containing all the process ids that p i is aware of.
• (20) end if (21) end for; (22) • silent i is a set containing the ids j of all the processes p j such that timer i [j] has expired since its last resetting.
• to reset i is a set containing the ids k of the processes p k whose timer has to be reset.
• susp level i [j] contains the integer that locally measures the current suspicion level of p j . It is the counter used by p i to determine its current leader (see the update of leader i in Line 09 of Task T 1).
•
• sn i is a local counter generating the sequence numbers attached to each message sent by p i .
• state i is a set containing an element for each process p k that belongs to members i , namely, the most recent information issued by p k that p i has received so far (directly from p k or indirectly from a path involving other processes). That information is a quadruple
Process Behavior. The aim of the first task of the protocol is to disseminate to all the processes the latest state known by p i . That task is made up of an infinite loop (executed every η time units) during which p i first updates its local variables suspected by i [j] and susp level i [j] according to the current values of the sets silent i and members i . Then p i updates its own quadruple in state i to its most recent value (which it has just computed) and broadcasts it (this is the only place of the protocol where a process sends messages). Finally, p i resets the timers that have to be reset, updates accordingly to reset i to ∅, and recomputes the value of the leader i local variable it is implementing.
The second task is devoted to the management of the timer expiration and message reception. The code associated with the two first lines of this task is selfexplanatory. When it receives a message (denoted state msg), a process p i considers and processes only the quadruples that provide it with new information, i.e., the quadruples (k, sn k, cand k, silent k) such that it has not yet processed a quadruple (k, sn , −, −) with sn sn k. For each such quadruple, p i updates state i (it also allocates new local variables if k is the id of a process it has never heard of before 
Proof of the Protocol
Considering that each processing block (body of the loop in Task T 1, timer expiration and message reception managed in Task T 2) is executed atomically, we have (j ∈ members i ) iff ((j, −, −, − [j] are allocated) iff (j ∈ members i \ {i}). It follows from these observations that all the local variables are well-defined: they are associated exactly with the processes known by p i . Moreover, a process p i never suspects itself, i.e., we never have i ∈ silent i (this follows from the fact that, as timer i [i] does not exist, that timer cannot expirethe timer expiration in T 2 is the only place where a process id is added to silent i , Line 11 of Fig.1) .
The proof considers an arbitrary run R. 
¾
Let L be the set that contains all the processes p i that are correct in R and are such that |reach R (i)| (n − f ) − α + 1. By property (C2), we have L = ∅.
Lemma 2. Let p i be a process in L.
There is a time after which, for any process p j in reach R (i), i ∈ silent j remains permanently false.
Proof. Let us first observe that i never belongs to silent i . Now, for every j = i, observe that, in order to include i into silent j , timer j [i] has to expire (Line 11). So, to prove the lemma, we show that, for every j ∈ reach R (i), j = i, there is a time at which i / ∈ silent j and after which timer j [i] never expires.
As p i is correct, it periodically issues state i messages (Lines 06∼07), each containing a quadruple (i, sn i , −, −). As G R FL is strongly connected, it follows that there is a time after which each process p j such that j ∈ reach R (i) ( 
¾ Lemma 3. Let p i be a process in L. There is a time after which the local variables susp level k [i] of all the correct processes p k remain forever equal to the same bounded value (denoted as SL i ).
Proof. Let us first observe that any local variable susp level k [ ] can be updated only at Line 05 or Line 23, and can only increase. p k being any process, let us examine its local variable susp level k [i] where i is such that p i belongs to L (i.e., p i is a correct process such that |reach R (i)| (n − f ) − α + 1). Due to Lemma 2, there is a time after which there is a set of at least |reach R (i)| correct processes p j whose local predicate i ∈ silent j remains false forever. Moreover, there is a time after which the f faulty processes have crashed (before crashing, they sent a finite number of messages, and, after that time, they no longer send messages).
It follows from these observations that there is a finite time τ after which at most β processes p can send state messages including ( , −, −, silent ) with i ∈ silent . These β processes can be all the processes but the (n − f ) − α + 1 processes of reach R (i) and the f faulty processes, i.e., β n−(n−f −α+1)−f = α−1. It follows that after some finite time (when all the quadruples (x, −, −, silent x ) with i ∈ silent x disseminated from the f faulty processes p x have arrived or are lost), no process p k can increase its local variable susp level k [i] ¾ Theorem 1. The protocol described in Fig.1 Proof. Due to Lemma 4, eventually all the correct processes p k are such that B ⊆ members k . Moreover, due to Lemma 5, B contains only correct processes.
As after some time, for each j ∈ B, each correct process p k keeps forever the same bounded value SL j in susp level k [j] (Lemma 4), it follows that all the correct processes p i eventually output the same process id each time they read local variable leader i , and that id is the identity of a correct process.
¾ 4 A Lower Bound
The previous protocol FJR1 is not communicationefficient (each correct process has to send messages forever). Several communication-efficient eventual leader protocols (e.g., [21] ) have been designed for systems in which each process initially knows the whole set of identities. The next section presents a communicationefficient leader election protocol (FJR2) where the initial knowledge of each process is limited to its id only. This protocol is based on the network behavioral assumptions (C1 ) and (C2 ) that are stronger than (C1) and (C2). Before describing this protocol, this section shows an associated lower bound on the network behavior when processes have no other initial knowledge on the number of faulty processes than t = n − 1. The lower bound states that it is impossible to implement Ω if all runs have less than n − f − 1 eventually timely links, even if each process initially knows the whole set of identities. Hence, the assumption (C2 ) is existentially optimal on the number of eventually timely links.
The following lemma exploits the fact that a process has a limited initial knowledge on the number of correct or faulty processes. However, processes may know the system membership. This lemma is then used as the cornerstone in the proof of the lower bound.
Lemma 6. Let us consider a system in which processes have no other initial knowledge on the number of correct or faulty processes than t = n − 1. Let P be any protocol that implements an eventual leader in this system. If, in an infinite run of P , a correct process p stops receiving messages from the rest of processes at some time τ , it eventually considers itself as the leader at some time τ τ . Proof. Note first that processes have only trivial knowledge about the number of correct or faulty processes in a run, which means that, as far as they know, the number of faulty processes f in any run can go from 0 to n − 1. Hence, any protocol P that implements an eventual leader must do so even if f = n − 1. Now, let us consider an infinite run R of P with f ∈ [0, n − 1]. Let us assume, by way of contradiction, that in R some correct process p stops receiving messages from the rest of processes at and after some time τ , but it never becomes its own leader at any time τ τ . Consider another run R of P with f = n − 1. R behaves exactly like R up to time τ , and all processes (that were still alive) except p crash at time τ . From the point of view of p these two runs are undistinguishable, and hence p behaves in R exactly as in R. This implies that it never becomes its own leader at any time τ τ . This contradicts the requirement that P must implement an eventual leader in R . Proof. If f = n − 1, the claims follow trivially. For the case f < n − 1, the proof is by contradiction as follows. We first assume that there is a protocol P implementing Ω in an asynchronous system with reliable links where only (n − f − 2) links eventually behave timely and f processes fail. We then use the eventual leadership property of Ω to construct an infinite execution of the protocol P with f failures in which this property is not satisfied. Then, protocol P cannot exist.
For the sake of contradiction, assume there is a protocol P implementing Ω in runs with f failures of an asynchronous system with reliable links where only (n − f − 2) links eventually behave timely. This means that there are two correct processes (maybe more), namely p i and p j , whose input links are all asynchronous. P thus provides each process p x , 1 x n, with a value leader x (holding the process that p x currently considers to be the leader). We use leader x (τ ) to denote this value at time τ . We will construct an execution E of P with f failures such that the following both hold: 1) After time τ 0 = 0, E is fault-free (no process fails), i.e., all f faulty processes crash at time τ 0 = 0.
2) There is an infinite sequence of times τ 0 < τ 1 < τ 2 < · · · such that, for all k 0, in each interval (τ k , τ k+1 ] there are two time instants τ, τ ∈ (τ k , τ k+1 ] at which at least one of the processes p i and p j have different leaders, i.e., leader i (τ ) = leader i (τ ) or leader j (τ ) = leader j (τ ).
Clearly, in the execution E of P , two processes disagree on the leader infinitely often and, consequently, the eventual leadership is not satisfied.
As previously described, we define τ 0 = 0, and make f processes fail at this time. We construct the execution E inductively. For k 1, assume that E is already constructed up to time τ k−1 (τ 0 in the base case); we show how to define τ k and construct the interval (τ k−1 , τ k ] of the execution E such that item 2) above is satisfied for the value k.
Then, after τ k−1 all links behave timely in execution E until some time τ > τ k−1 , at which P has all processes agree on a leader p k . This time τ exists by eventual leadership. In particular, it holds that
Let s k be a process id such that s k ∈ {i, j} and s k = k . Such an id exists because i = j. Then, in execution E, after time τ all links continue behaving timely except the incoming links to p s k . These links, which are all asynchronous, delay the delivery of all messages until some time τ τ at which P makes p s k be its own leader (i.e., leader s k (τ ) = s k ). This time τ exists by Lemma 6.
Let us define τ k = τ . For completeness, we force in E that all messages sent in the interval [τ k−1 , τ k ) and still undelivered at time τ k to be delivered at that time. By construction it follows that there are two time instants τ, τ ∈ (τ k−1 , τ k ] that satisfy leader i (τ ) = leader j (τ ) = k and leader s k (τ ) = k , for s k ∈ {i, j}. Hence, item 2) above is satisfied for the value k.
Repeating this process for every k > 0, we construct an infinite sequence of intervals that constitutes the execution E. Hence we obtain an execution E that satisfies items 1) and 2) mentioned above, which completes the proof.
¾
A Communication-Efficient Protocol
This section presents an eventual leader protocol (FJR2) where, after some finite time, a single process sends messages forever. Moreover, no message carries values that increase indefinitely: the counters carried by a message take a finite number of values. This means that, be the execution finite or infinite, both the local memory of each process and the message size are finite. The process initial knowledge is limited to (K1), while the network behavior is assumed to satisfy (C1 ) and (C2 ).
Description of the Protocol
The protocol FJR2 is described in Fig.2 . As FJR1, this protocol is made up of two tasks, but presents important differences with respect to the previous protocol. To guarantee correctness, five sets of statements of the algorithm are defined as being executed in mutual exclusion: Lines 02∼03, Lines 05∼07, and Line 09 in task T 1, and Lines 11∼12 and Lines 13∼23 in task T 2.
Local Variables. A first difference is the Task T 1, where a process p i sends messages only when it considers it is a leader (Line 04). Moreover, if, after being a leader, p i considers it is no longer a leader, it broadcasts a message to indicate that it considers locally it is no longer leader (Line 09). A message sent with a tag field equal to heartbeat (Line 06) is called a heartbeat message; similarly, a message sent with a tag field equal to stop leader (Line 09) is called a stop leader message.
A second difference lies in the additional local variables that each process has to manage. Each process p i maintains a set, denoted contenders i , plus local counters, denoted hbc i and last stop leader i [k] (for each process p k that p i is aware of). More specifically, we have:
• The set contenders i contains the ids of the processes that compete to become the final common leader, from p i 's point of view. So, we always have contenders i ⊆ members i . Moreover, we also always have i ∈ contenders i . This ensures that a leader election is not missed since, from its point of view, p i is always competing to become the leader.
• The local counter hbc i registers the number of distinct periods during which p i considered itself the leader. A period starts when leader i = i becomes true, and finishes when thereafter it becomes false (Lines 04∼13).
• The counter last stop leader i [k] contains the greatest hbc k value ever received in a stop leader message sent by p k . This counter is used by p i to take into account a heartbeat message (Line 18) or a stop leader message (Line 20) sent by p k , only if no "more recent" stop leader message has been received (the notion of "more recent" is with respect to the value of hbc i associated with and carried by each message).
Messages. Another difference lies in the shape and the content of the messages sent by a process. A message has five fields (tag k, k, sl k, silent k, hbc k) whose meaning is the following:
• The field tag k can take three values: heartbeat, stop leader or suspicion that defines the type of the message. (Similarly to the previous cases, a message tagged suspicion is called a suspicion message. Such a message is sent only at Line 11.)
• The second field contains the id k of the message sender.
• sl k is the value of susp level k [k] when p k sent that message. Let us observe that the value of susp level k [k] can be disseminated only by p k .
• silent k = j means that p k suspects p j to be faulty. Such a suspicion is due to a timer expiration that occurs at Line 11. (Let us notice that the field silent k of a message that is not a suspicion message is always equal to ⊥.)
• hbc k: this field contains the value of the period counter hbc k of the sender p k when it sent the message. (It is set to 0 in suspicion messages.)
The set of messages tagged heartbeat or stop leader defines a single type of message. Differently, there are n types of messages tagged suspicion: each pair (suspicion, silent k ) defines a type.
Process Behavior. When a timer timer i [j] expires, p i broadcasts a message indicating it suspects p j (Line 11) , and accordingly suppresses j from contenders i . Together with Line 22, this allows all the crashed processes to eventually disappear from contenders i . When p i receives a (tag k, k, sl k, silent k, hbc k) message, it allocates new local variables if that message is the first it receives from p k (Lines 13∼16); p i also updates susp level i [k] (Line 17). Then, the processing of the message depends on its tag.
• The message is a heartbeat message (Lines 18∼19). If it is not an old message (this is checked with the test last stop leader i [k] < hbc k), p i resets the corresponding timer and adds k to contenders i .
• The message is a stop leader message (Lines 20∼22). If it is not an old message, p i updates its local counter last stop leader i [k] , stops the corresponding timer and suppresses k from contenders i .
• The message is a suspicion message (Lines 23). If the suspicion concerns p i , it increases accordingly susp level i [i] .
The protocol FJR2 is based on the communicationefficient protocol of [19] , adapted to the system properties. In particular, FJR2 cannot use point-to-point
The suspicion message sent by p i concerns only p j . It is sent by a broadcast primitive only because the model does not offer a point-to-point send primitive. If a point-to-point send primitive was available the broadcast at Line 11 would be replaced by the statement "send (suspicion, i, susp level i [i], 0) to p j ", and all the suspicion messages would then define a single message type. In that case each tag would define a message type. This shows an interesting tradeoff relating communication primitives (one-to-one vs. one-to-many) and the number of message types. communication and uses broadcast instead. It also has to deal with the fact that the membership is unknown. Finally, a new mechanism to guarantee communicationefficiency and finite memory is introduced by FJR2 (based on stop leader messages).
Proof of the Protocol
This subsection proves that 1) the protocol FJR2 described in Fig.2 eventually elects a common So, considering the case where p i receives at least one heartbeat message from p k , let us examine the last heartbeat or stop leader message m from p k received and processed by p i . "Processed" means that the message m carried a field hbc k such that the predicate last stop leader i [k] < hbc k was true when the message was received. Let us notice that there is necessarily such a message, because at least the first heartbeat or stop leader message from p k received by p i satisfies the predicate.
Due to the very definition of m, there is no other message from p k such that p i executes Line 19 or Line 22 after having processed m. There are two cases, according to the tag of m.
• If m is a stop leader message, p i executes Line 22 and consequently suppresses definitely k from contenders i .
• If m is a heartbeat message, p i executes Line 19. This means that it resets timer i [k] and adds k to contenders i . Then, as no more heartbeat messages from p k are processed by p i , timer i [k] eventually expires and consequently p i withdraws k from contenders i (Line 12), and never adds it again (as m is the last processed heartbeat message), which proves the lemma. ¾ Given a run, let B be the set of correct processes p i such that the largest value ever taken by susp level i [i] is bounded. Moreover, let M i denote that value. Let H be the set of correct processes whose all output links with respect to each other correct process are eventually timely. Due to the assumption (C2 ), we have H = ∅.
Lemma 8. B = ∅.
Proof of the Claim. Let us assume by contradiction that is suppressed infinitely often from contenders i . Each time it is suppressed (Line 12), a suspicion message is sent to p (Line 11). This means that an infinite number of suspicion messages are sent by p i to p . As the link from p i to p is fair lossy (C1 ), p receives at least one of these suspicion messages, and increases Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of the fact that there is a time after which a single correct leader is elected (Theorem 3), the observation that a process sends heartbeat messages only if it considers it is the leader, and the fact that, a finite time after the common leader has been elected, no process sends suspicion messages. Proof. Due to Theorem 3, there is a time τ after which a common correct leader is elected. Moreover, due to Theorem 4 there is a time after which only the leader p sends messages forever. As then susp level [ ] remains equal to M , and hbc keeps on the same value, it follows that both the local memory of each process and the size of each message remain finite, whatever the number of messages that are sent.
¾ 6 Conclusion
This paper has investigated the eventual leader election problem in message-passing systems with weak assumptions on process initial knowledge, communication reliability and synchrony. Two protocols and a lower bound have been presented. The first protocol assumes that each process knows only its id, and a lower bound α on the number of processes that do not crash (it knows neither the number n of processes, nor an upper bound t on the number of faulty processes). This protocol requires the following behavioral properties from the underlying network: the graph made up of the correct processes and fair lossy links is strongly connected, and there is a correct process connected to (n − f ) − α other correct processes (where f is the actual number of crashes in the considered run) through eventually timely paths (paths made up of correct processes and eventually timely links). The second protocol is communication-efficient in the sense that, after some time, only the final common leader has to send messages forever. This protocol does not have the knowledge of α, but requires stronger properties from the underlying network: each pair of correct processes is connected by fair lossy links, and there is a correct process whose n − f − 1 output links to the other correct processes are eventually timely. The lower bound result shows that this number of eventually links is necessary in some executions even if each process initially knows the whole set of identities. Interestingly, the second protocol has another noteworthy property, namely, each value carried by a message is from a finite domain.
As open problems we propose the study of other protocols to implement eventual leader election under other properties of the network. Additionally, we would like to explore how to obtain a stronger lower bound that could relax the t = n − 1 constraint of the current bound.
